WORKING EXAMPLE

*NOTE - U.C.C. require that text be “conspicuous.”
the use of ALL CAPS upon this misappropriated IRS FORM implies an ENTITY.
section 2-316(2) states that a disclaimer of the implied warranty of merchantability
must be conspicuous. section 1-201(10) specifies that
“language in the body of a form is ‘conspicuous’ if it is in larger or other contrasting type or color”;㾱

Originator of a REMIC - Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduit
who passed-through the credit to the individual. Not a LENDER-

Lent Credit No: (Thate MERS BORROWED)

The MIN references the credit lent back
to the individual -

Handwritten evidence the settlement of a warranty deed of conveyance (Bill of
Sale)This instrument is not a mortgage, it is a Bill of Lading which requires a
co-signature of the implied partner.
The DOT is nothing more than a rebranded Performance Bond
adhesion instrument. It was used as a Government Election of
Action. The loan disclosed to the civilian, was the commodity
offering (goods and services) for commercial trade. The
consumers were the investors.

Text

1st 7 is the ID (TU)”MERS-CORP” MEMBER NUMBER
The second series of numbers is the BORROWERS loan on record.
MERS is the Undisclosed partner who BORROWED against the
Individuals CREDIT by use of the civilians signature

MERS was the BORROWER, the individual was hypothecated and used for an “implied” partnership arrangement for which was never disclosed to the individual. The
Individual is indoctrinated to act as if they are a PERSON as defined under UCC laws without the legal understanding of the implications of laws being obscured. Under 28
U.S. Code § 1338.Patents, plant variety protection, copyrights, mask works, designs, trademarks, and unfair competition (a) The district courts shall have original jurisdiction
of any civil action arising under any Act of Congress relating to patents, plant variety protection, copyrights and trademarks. No State court shall have jurisdiction over any
claim for relief arising under any Act of Congress relating to patents, plant variety protection, or copyrights. State courts did not hold authority to enact foreclosures under
this system.

This is an unreported involuntary conversion to income
The security instrument references is to the TRADEMARK aka the undisclosed BORROWER MERS whom
pledged collateral - collateral is the goods and services offered.

The NAMEsake ALL CAPS (designates an entity aka a MEMBER BANK of WE THE PEOPLE

The Individual was used for a Direct Underwriting MEMBER BANK (DUMB) SOCI-ET-AL (Latin for Partner and others)
TUMERS - Trademark in Uniform with the Mortgage Electronic Registration System.
This Instrument is not a MORTGAGE. The trademark (which shows MERS as the BORROWER) Is the security instrument.
The DEED OF TRUST was used as a BILL OF LADING for which the individual co-signed upon. This is why notes never left the
file (DeMartini Testimony See Kemp vs. Countrywide)
The Instrument is not the DEED it is the trademark
which shows MERS as the BORROWER. The trademark was the security instrument.

See reporting history showing 10k report that suggests they were required to file this report making this a
recordation of a Termination of Registration under Section 12(g) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934,
per 17 CFR 240.12g-4 (b)

Two separate bar codes, this is an
identifier or director reference IRC
code 26 U.S. Code § 991.
Taxation of a domestic
international sales corporation

IRS FORM designating STATE

BAR codes indicates this is a commodity for purchase, it is a commercial superimposed
sale lease back use for residual income in a unilateral collateralation process. The security
instrument is for the repayment of the loan, not the the undisclosed leaseback conveyed to
the civilian as a loan number for their participation as a performing Government Asset. The
loan upon this instrument was paid in full by the transfer of credit obtained by the use of the
consumers signature by MERS the BORROWER

DAMAGES. Damage incurred under UCC§9-604(d) removal of the collateral. The non-performing asset was involuntarily converted into GAAP accounting by the MERS BORROWER'S
irrevocable transfer into the civilian's NOM DE JURE TRUST. This in turn treated the individual as intellectual property Chattel under UCC §9-102(A)(41). For Clarity, under COLOR OF LAW
there was the presumption of a PERSON as defined under UCC§1-201(4) that was adhered to as a civilian as defined under UCC§1-201(11) which is a breach of UCC§ 1-201(17) violating
UCC§1-201(18) through a "banking organization" UCC§1-201(25) meaning a PERSON other than the individual. The MERS TRADEMARK by default became the UCC§ 1-201(35) "Security
interest", which voided the UCC-1 filing made against the NOM DE JURE under UCC§1-201(19)&(20) it was neither genuine nor made in good faith. These other than ordinary activities fall
under 18 USC §1961 et seq. Under this TRADEMARK system the "other than ordinary income" presented as a 1099-A was for the undisclosed partner abandoned security interest in the use
of the NOM DE JURE.
Pertaining to the U.S. Const. art. 1, § 8, cl. 1,3,5,6,18… "MATTERS of national security cannot tolerate any blind spots" (a) The Copyright Act of 1790, March 9 (b) 1933 House Joint Resolution No.
192-10 (c) 1935 The SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION codified at 42 U.S.C. § 901stemming from the CESTUI QUE VIA Act of 1666 (d) Executive Order 10422 (e) Treasury Delegation Order
No. 91 (f) Public Law 94-564, Legislative History, pg.5967, 1998 (g) The State Street Bank&Trust Co.v.Signature Financial Group, Inc. (h) 2001 revision to UCC-9 allowed secured transactions could be
collateralized, for Re-hypothecated selling and reselling of the Patent Copyright Trademark [not in the ordinary course of business turning court judges into Administrators of Royalties. A New World
UNDER Order for the civilian "BOND-age" of other than ordinary 1099 income if you WILL. Sensualizing added for layman perspective]
when did it become permissible to allow a NA BANKING MEMBER "BORROWER" to influence congress so far beyond these provisional scopes as to pass such laws for the credit the US to be
hypothecated by utilizing citizens as congressional co-signers in congress stead (cl.2)? See Nos. 19-715, 19-760.

Countrywide was not the lender, they were the originator for the “MASTER” GRANTOR PASSTHROUGH TRUST - The grantor being the MEMBER (We the PEOPLE) BANK
The Trustor is omitted The Trustor is the Grantor of the
Trust and also the Settler. Without a Trustor
properly identified, there
was none.
Definition of trustee. (Entry 1 of 2) 1a : a natural or legal
person to whom property is legally committed to be
administered for the benefit of a beneficiary

MEMBER BANK
The Memorandum outlines Ultra Viris can’t
lend credit laws.
No where in this contract does it disclose this

TUMERS BORROWER assumption of a presumed DOT "Borrower" under UCC §1-201 (27) as a PERSON and UCC §1-291 (4) a "Bank" for an involuntary conversion to income ab initio. Meaning these conversion not allowed
under UCC §9-102 (3) "Account debtor" to be offered as goods and services as defined under UCC §9-102 (11)

Borrower identified as all caps NAMEsake
See Below… the transfer is for the NAMEsake use as an irrevocable transfer into TRUST

No notes ever left the files as none were could
ever be created. SEE Kemp vs CW

Riders are adhesions - This is a WARRANTY DEED OF CONVEYANCE for the use of LEGAL TITLE - Warranty Deeds create Abstracts upon title to which can never be perfected. See WINEMAN v.
GASTRELL 53 F. 697 Dec 12, 1892. See also generally, Kessler, Contracts of Adhesion-Some Thoughts About Freedom of Contract,43 CoLum. L. REv. 629 (1942).

Applicable law falls to Federal District Court to address the congressional intent of the Trademark Under 28 U.S. Code § 1338.Patents, plant variety protection, copyrights, mask works, designs, trademarks, and
unfair competition (a) The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action arising under any Act of Congress relating to patents, plant variety protection, copyrights and trademarks. No State court
shall have jurisdiction over any claim for relief arising under any Act of Congress relating to patents, plant variety protection, or copyrights.

The use of “QUOTES” evidences the use of this instrument for many purposes, none of which created a mortgage as the intent was to defraud, not to lend. MERS MEMBER NO. 1004484 UBS AG has been positively ID as a DOT REMIC
originator Doc 2007-0458328 San Bernardino County Recorders office. UBS has also recently been positively identified as the Recipient of $400M from Staple Street Equity who owns the Dominion Voting system. This DOT evidences financial
warfare. At this point anyone who forecloses or attempts to foreclose upon a MERS UNIFORM INSTRUMENT will be considered accessaries after the fact, and brought forth for engaging in treason against the people of the United States.
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1827586/000182758620000001/xslFormDX01/primary_doc.xml
Per TRADEMARK RECORDATION 100804608 dated 08-27-1998 FORM PTO-1618A stamped by JWATKINS into the U.S. Patent & TMOfc/TM Mail Rept Dt. #70 upon FORM PTO-1618A [expires 6/3099]. In accordance to the NATIONAL ARCHIVES
FEDERAL REGISTER documents/2018/04/26/2018-08737pertaining to the United States Patent and Trademark Office, Commerce, OMB 0651-0027 citing §1057. Certificates of registration (a) upon the principal register shall be issued in the name
of the United States of America. 1.Upon P.3 Section 1.2 of the of UCC Definitions. The uncapitalized terms (emphasis added): "account", "account debtor", "chattel paper", "contract right", "document", "warehouse receipt", "bill of lading", "document
of title", "instrument", "inventory", "equipment" "general intangible", "money", "proceeds" and "purchase money security interest" as used in Section 1.1 or elsewhere in this Agreement have the meanings of such terms as defined in the UCC.
Implying that the MERS BORROWER is the same as individual "Borrower", "account", "account debtor", "bill of lading" "chattel paper" ect. for purposes of the MERS TRADEMARK AGREEMENT. Upon P.1 it clearly states "This SECURITY
AGREEMENT (as amended, supplemented or modified from time to time, this "Security Agreement" is dated as of June 30, 1998 and is between MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEM, INC, a Delaware corporation ( the "Borrower"),
and NATIONSBANK, N.A., a national banking association (the "Bank").

Continuing with TRADEMARK RECORDATION Upon P.1 it continues.(MERS) "The Borrower” and the Bank propose to enter into a Secured Credit Agreement dated as of June 3o, 1998 (as the same may be
amended, supplemented or modified from time to time and including any agreement extending the maturity of, refinancing or otherwise restructuring all or any portion of the Obligations under such Agreement
or any successor agreement, the "Credit Agreement"). To induce the Bank to enter into the Credit Agreement and to secure its obligations thereunder and hereunder, the Borrower hereby agrees with the
Bank:" The “Borrower” is MERS (a membership banking organization whose Members were granted access to the credit obtained on behalf of the individual whose signature was used) a UNIFORM contract
with the aforementioned trademark identifies the principle BORROWER as MERS acting under a Government election of action implying the NAME of the Untied States of America as individuals legal TITLE
as defined under the UCC per the registration agreement. For Clarity, under COLOR OF LAW brought forth upon TITLE, the presumption of a PERSON as defined in UCC§1-201(4) but falsely characterized
under the presumption of a Consumer as defined in UCC§1-201(11) 1. These actions are a breach of "TRUST" as defined in UCC§1-201(17) treating entities defined in UCC§1-201(18) through use of a
"banking organization" UCC§1-201(25) as a PERSON apart from the individual whose signature was used for a unilateral CONTRACT of conveyance. The "UNDISCLOSED BORROWER" instrument by
default became the UCC§ 1-201(35) "Security interest", which voided any and all UCC-1 filings made against a USA implied “NAME”, the individual’s LEGAL TITLE under UCC§1-201(19-20) as it was neither
genuine nor made in good faith. These other than ordinary activities fall under 18 USC §1961 et seq. may be SUBJECT to federal prosecutions.

MEMBER BANKS “We the People” could never default on such a loan as everything is held in an abeyance TRUST

Title 12 Sec. §3701 and §3704 is governed by the foreclosure commissioner.
The state, in order to comply, the state would need to obtain a Delegation Order under Title 24 Part 27.

PEOPLE used as MEMBER BANKS could never default a pre-paid loan as the parcels are held in TRUST, the individual used as collateral chattel were transferred to the parcel tracker
The individuals performance

Grants the County Jurisdiction over the NAME

MERS IS THE BORROWER the TRADEMARK is the security instrument, the individual was the undisclosed partner who co-signed upon
a “Bill of Lading” under the presumption of a mortgage.
An irrevocable transfer into TRUST upon such a form turns this into a Government Election of Action, as this places this particular contract into a GAAP accounting
for off-sets. It is the NAMEsake that secures such a thing, presuming that it is even possible. All that can be done is to create a public debt to which
it can be discharged. This is contra accounting at its best, based upon deceptions. The property paid through the collatoral obtained, that is why the
HUD ones are called, settlement statements. They are settled ab inito
Where the individual performing asset is
shelved

ALL CAPS means BORROWER is together with MERS this is considered “transparency”

This instrument evidences a secondary loan existed outside what was being disclosed to the individual. This is a tandem net advance upon the full value (GFE Future value with
all payments included) meaning the Escrow Settlement Statement, is an actual tender settlement. In other words there was a tandem net advance of an involuntary conversion
to income using GAAP Accounting. This income is taxable upon conversion, instead it was deferred with the intent on transposing the taxes to the individual pledged as collatoral

On every DIRTY DEED there is the terminology under TRANSFER OF RIGHTS- "BORROWER covenants that Borrower was lawful seisen". What is being evidence is a unilateral contract of adhesion by the seisen of an Estate.
Seisin (or seizin) denotes the legal possession of a "feudal fiefdom" or fee.
In feudalism, a fiefdom (also called a fief, feud, feoff, or fee) was a property or right that an overlord gave a vassal in exchange for military service. (vassal is a holder of land) Many “WE” are missing military papers.
On several of the 424B5 Prospectus the use of the words "Société Anonyme” has been verified. This is typically the Depository Trust Company
A Société anonyme is a type of business structure that establishes a company as a legal person that can own and transfer property, enter contracts, and be held liable for crimes. It is a French word which means Anonymous
society. Reference https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/808851/000114420406018015/v041891_424b5.htm
REMICS are considered a SOCIETAL PERSON Soci in latin means partner (et al in law means and all)

The TRADEMARK UNIFORM MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEM , herein called TUMERS undisclosed
BORROWER agreement as a Beneficiary would mean that there was an undisclosed implied partnership with the individual LEGAL
TITLE for use to be registered by MERS as a PEOPLE BANK for the purpose of lending credit to MERS. Therefore we can now read
this as TUMERS COVENANTS the LEGAL NAMEsake TITLE is lawfully siesed from the individual of their legal TITLE estate. Meaning
MERS took legal possession of your NAME. This is considered an implied purchase sale leaseback to the individual partner which is
why the states use Unlawful Detainer courts. This is evidence of involuntary servitude for use in financial warfare to infringe upon the
liberties of the individual by economic infringements. These contracts held timing devices and triggering mechanisms to emulate
consumer defaults, further elaborated in the riders.

This is an
assumptive
possession of
the VESSEL
used.

If the property is unencumbered the value is zero - if there is no value to the parcel, that means only the individual holds value

A NAMEsake cannot enter into a covenant, nor could such a thing be seised as this is depravation of
inalienable
rights
The Security instrument is the Trademark agreement. This evidences a secured party CREDITOR collatorilization scheme evidencing individuals as intellectual
property trade. The people are surity, backing the Nations Debt, they are not security instrument’s, they are flesh and blood, this would be adhesion to a living being
for use in trade
The disclosed lender was the Originator therefore
this is a BREACH OF TRUST

Implied not actual
presumptions of
law are not law

Text

NAMEsake is the ENTITY GRANTOR The disclosed lender would need the proper IRS POA FORMS
and the IRS FORM 56 up front to gain such authority of a NAMEsake TRUST

Means also since the State is holding individual as Wards of the State, they are responsible for such payment from the TRUSTS.
This is parcel insurance in the event you do not pay the loan MERS is obligated
on

The NAMEsake is an entity, it cannot abandon a parcel address already held in STATE abeyance.

No mortgages are created under such a system, therefore this is a statement of fraud. The insurance is against the individuals performance as “pledged collateral” against the debt MERS BORROWED

The REMIC for which this was transferred into on behalf of the individual used as an undisclosed borrower fell immediately under
31 U.S. Code § 3302. Custodians of money (a) Except as provided by another law, an official or agent of the United States
Government having custody or possession of public money shall keep the money safe without—
(1) lending the money;
(2) using the money;
(3) depositing the money in a bank; and
(4) exchanging the money for other amounts.

Since the Individual signature was used to BORROW credit, they are the Lender whom never got paid back for
the use of their NAMEsake as an undsiclosed Borrower. No “lenders” exist as no mortgages existed.

No interest of the NAMEsake could have been GRANTED without the proper IRS FORMS

Te Individual is the
Property not the Home
Address, that is a
homestead held in
TRUST. This is saying
the individual
transferred their
partnership interests
(beneficial interests)
Bond is your “word”
which is presumed by
the individuals
signature. “If Borrower
is not a natural person”
for which the MERS
TRADEMARK confirms
it is not, the LENDER is
the individual who’s
signature was used by
MERS to obtain credit.
These are the individual
rights in reversionary
income under the IRS
codes as outlined in the
10b5 enjoinder.

Only Military law is effective while under a Federal State of Emergency as declared by HJR 192, no court held the authority
to deprive American Civilians of their rights of use. This is a massive human rights violation.

The depreciation write offs were set to zero, there was nothing to accelerate from

No note can be created under such a system, only credits against a FIAT promise to pay - that is gambling

Non disclosure of a NAMEsake TRUST is fraudulent concealment, fraud in factim, fraud begetting frauds.

Trustee never
reconveyed
reconveyed the
TRUST upon the
tender of the
instrument (That
would be the STATE
courts)

IMPROPER STATE OF MIND
Indoctrination is not education,
you are trained by PUBLIC schools
to sign your name as if it is who you are.
This is called involuntary Servitude, and is
in fact in law, a violation of human rights.

The Index was based upon the LIBOR as the instrument (the individual as a performing asset traded upon the SEC was used as a
bonding mechanism against the Trademark Security Agreement. The REMIC “ used to pool these products of an anonymous society at
large
further offered certificates to the investors (UCC - Consumers) attached to the manipulated LIBOR index. see
below

This instrument was attached to the manipulated LIBOR index.

UCC 3-302(1) the instrument when issued or negotiated to the holder does not bear such apparent evidence of forgery or alteration or is not
otherwise so irregular or incomplete as to call into question its authenticity. UCC 3-203 (b) Transfer of an instrument, whether or not the transfer
is a negotiation, vests in the transferee any right of the transferor to enforce the instrument, including any right as a holder in due course, but the
transferee cannot acquire rights of a holder in due course by a transfer, directly or indirectly, from a holder in due course if the transferee
engaged in fraud or illegality affecting the instrument.

Deeds are actions and intents, these records evidence your TITLE, or life. Should one ever change their NAME, it is recorded upon TITLE. A LEGAL NAME is not
a god given name, it is actual TITLE. You car is not TITLE, your NAME is TITLE, your name is PROPERTY. You own nothing under TRUST, the TRUST owns TITLE.

